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DESIGNBRIEF

enterprisezone
BRIEF: Swiss-Italian design agency Architecture and Vision has designed an
exclusive interior for Enterprise – a ‘rocket plane’ developed by Talis Enterprise, a
German company that aims to offer suborbital flights to tourists and for scientific
purposes by the end of 2013. Enterprise is Europe’s first purely private space project
without any government involvement. Architecture and Vision’s founders Arturo
Vittori and Andreas Vogler have already designed a Moon station, a Mars rover and
first- and business-class cabins for Asiana Airlines.
DESCRIPTION: Enterprise will carry up to six passengers (or a scientific payload) to
a maximum altitude of 125km. “A suborbital flight involves acceleration forces and
five minutes of weightlessness,” notes Vittori. “These extraordinary conditions have
informed the construction and design of the spaceplane.” As such, the interior
features ergonomic seats that tilt downwards during the weightless flight phase.
“We chose a light blue colour with glare-free materials to ensure an unobstructed
view of the ‘Blue Planet’ below,” he continues. The large windows are surrounded by
a backlit, recessed handgrip, which allows passengers to restrain themselves during
the microgravity phase while looking out of the window. “Special suits, as well as
light helmets with oxygen masks, provide safety in case of a cabin decompression in
high altitude,” says Vittori. All cabin components were prepared in close
cooperation with Talis Enterprise group engineers.
VERDICT: It’s a little early for final verdicts:
Project Enterprise only began in 2004, with the
first phase – the production of the first prototype
– due to be completed this August. The project is
backed by German aircraft manufacturer
XtremeAir, as well as the Swiss Propulsion
Laboratory, which is supplying its rocket knowhow. The renderings seen here are certainly
eye-catching with their bulbous windows and
quite comfortable-looking seats. Of course the
devil will be in the detail – for example it’s worth
noting that both Marc Newson’s interior for
Astrium’s rival spaceplane, and the cabin
proposed by Philippe Starck for Virgin Galactic’s
spacecraft, feature what appear to be much
smaller windows – a more realistic engineering
solution in terms of the structural loads faced by
spacecraft fuselages.
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